happened in 6 years. Many of these things are outside our control- it is the ecology of the lake. If
you want us to evaluate the aquatic program, it needs to come in the form of a public survey. TG
asked that we make decisions based on solid data and BG, BL and the Gronwalls have been
collecting data. JS stated there are so many variables you can’t scientifically prove either way.
The harvester may not cause blooms but making them proliferate. TG stated the group is aware
of the concern and are all working to address the concern. Surveying is one thing, valid data is
make the decision is another. TG asked the discussion be tabled for later. BL stated she was
happy to stay after the meeting and talk further about the topic and concerns. CM asked that
there be a public vote for residents and landowners on the lake along with Town residents. One
thing we haven’t done is stopping harvesting. Except for one week that the harvester was down
for maintenance, every year the lake turns green after harvesting begins. It is the one thing that
hasn’t changed. How much is the grant for the program, $100,000 from New York State (NYS)?
BL stated the operating budget uses $25,000 from NYS and the Towns of Richmond and
Canadice and Ontario County contribute funds. CM asked what happens to the leftover funds.
BL explained there is no leftover. The total operating budget for last year was $53,000 which is
average. There is also a capital cost for large equipment purchase that the Towns contribute
towards over a 7 year period. The money from the state can fluctuate from year to year. It is an
asset. TG asked again to move on to next agenda items and we have heard the concern, are
working to address it and can discuss this further after the meeting.
Approval of the April 28th 2016 Minutes: Moved by SB, second by MA, carried.
Financial Report: PE provided current balance of $15805.12.
Honeoye Lake Weed Harvesting Program Update – Betsy Landre, OCPD
BL showed maps of the concentration or density of plants around Honeoye Lake. These maps
are used to guide harvesting, mainly to the southwest and northeast which is similar to previous
years. The north end was remarkably clear this year. The maps showed where the harvester was
and how much focus (how often) the harvester was in the area. SB asked what green signified on
the maps. BL indicated red showed plants were taking up 90% of the water column. Green is
picking up some plant material. It is a gradient of color- red are hotspots. An estimated 130 wet
tons (26 loads) have been removed this year to date. Burns Point had the most material taken out
so far, north of California Ranch Point, the south end, Dana Shores, Francis Shores also have
been focus spots. BL has looked into whether the turbulence from the harvester has contributed
to algal blooms. The operators keep a logbook to record conditions and observations on water
quality and algae. She has been out taking measurements in front of and behind the harvester on
water clarity. No decline in water quality was seen during her sampling. The secchi disk showed
no change. The harvester was out three weeks before the algae really started to generate. There
were local spots such as Trident Marine, but no large blooms. BL stated she would challenge the
comment that harvesting caused the algal blooms as the harvester was out three weeks before
persistent blooms began this year. Water temperature has been slow to warm up this year and
that has had a benefit. 78.5 degrees F is the temp that seems to allow blooms. CM felt that the
harvester is stirring up the entire lake allowing these blooms to happen and there is no visibility.
BL stated that is algal in the water column, not sediment stirred up from the shoreline, but an
algae bloom that is reducing clarity. CM stated he would like to show Betsy the harvester plume
he sees. JS stated she felt the variable of noise disturbance had been left out and the impact on
cells lysing that released toxins. TG stated they have sent in from 2014 to date 140 samples and
one sample has come back with high toxin levels- less that 1%. BGA does not mean toxins are in

